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BOAT RAMP REHABILITATION
(By Art Coppola, Refuge Manager)

Both Turkle and Fleetwood Ponds recently received a much needed upgrade the existing boat ramps that
provide boaters, fishers and kayakers access the ponds. Dale Hudson, Prime Hook‟s Maintenance Mechanic, and several Refuge volunteers re-graded the existing slope, placed the preformed concrete mats, and
finished-off with crushed stone.
The installation of a turbidity curtain pond-ward of the worksites prevented silty waters from entering
these pristine ponds, and was especially important in ensuring that largemouth bass spawning beds were not
negatively impacted. These new ramps will provide safer and aesthetically pleasing launch conditions for
Refuge visitors.

WORKING TOGETHER HELPS TO GET THE JOB DONE
(By Jennifer Bowman, Wildlife Biologist Trainee)
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As you know the weather is warming up… well actually let me rephrase that, it has been downright hot lately and that can only mean
that the field season is upon us. With lots of projects planned it will
certainly be a busy time here at the Refuge. Prime Hook has several
projects that are about to start and a few monitoring projects that are
actually already underway.
Currently, Prime Hook NWR is collecting important information
on the impoundment water levels, salinity, water temperature and dissolved oxygen. Data is continuously being collected by 7 sondes
(water monitoring devices)

(Continued on Page 2)
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(Working together from Page 1)

deployed at 4 locations in the Refuge. In addition to water level, salinity and temperature the sonde
located at the Refuge headquarters also monitors dissolved oxygen. There is even a website
(http://www.ysieconet.com/public/WebUI/Default.aspx?hidCustomerID=236) that anyone can follow and
watch the water level, salinity, and temperature changes at each sonde location (weblink also available on
http://primehook.fws.gov homepage, scroll down to the Refuge News & Updates section).
Along with the automatic data collection, there are also water “grab samples” taken every two weeks at low
tide at 7 locations on the Refuge to monitor chlorophyll (plant pigments), total suspended solids (TSS), and
nutrients. The collected samples are brought to the St. Jones Reserve near Dover and analyzed for chlorophyll
and TSS. The nutrients are analyzed at Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) in Gloucester, VA. There
are also storm and diel (24-hour period) water samples taken on the Refuge when appropriate, using another
type of sampling device that is programmed to automatically “grabs” samples every hour or two. Some additional projects that are in the works are sediment elevation table installation (SETs) to measure changes in
marsh elevation, shoreline position monitoring, and Integrated Waterbird Management and Monitoring… just
to name a few.
This is a lot of work and luckily all of this is accomplished not only by the Prime Hook and Bombay Hook
staff but also by Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation (DNREC) through a cooperative agreement between the two agencies, specifically the DNREC Coastal Management Program. The purpose of the agreement is to collect and build on recent climate change and sea level rise data collected in the
Coastal Delaware National Wildlife Refuge Complex (Prime Hook and Bombay Hook). This is a 5-year
agreement and the goal is to assess the vulnerability of Delaware‟s coastal impoundments and tidal marshlands
to climate change and sea level rise. DNREC has played a big role in the installation of sediment elevation tables, marsh integrity research, installation of sondes, and also waterfowl banding and Delmarva fox squirrel
research.
Together we are starting to build the important biological data foundation we need to answer those hard
questions about sea level rise and climate change, which will help guide future refuge management decisions.
This will be a busy field season for sure!

A DOG CAN BE A REFUGE OFFICER’S BEST FRIEND

Kenai National Wildlife Refuge law enforcement officer Rob Barto and his partner, Rex,
are one of six U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
conservation K-9 teams across the country.

Rex started work at Alaska‟s Kenai National Wildlife Refuge in April – the newest member of the refuge‟s
law enforcement team and also, at 18 months, undoubtedly the youngest employee of the entire U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. Rex is a highly trained yellow Labrador retriever. His primary job is to help protect other
animals at Kenai Refuge.
(Continued on Page 5)
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WHAT’S IN STORE AT THE STORE ?

New Indigo Blue Heron T-Shirts
EARRINGS: Novel, Light Weight, Inexpensive, Nature Inspired!
For Nature Lovers:
Latest Field Guides, DVDs

For Those Special Children:

Singing Bird Identifliers and Cards

Plush Animal Puppets

Prime Hook Scenic Notecards

Nature Books

Enamel and Pewter Jewelry

Singing Audubon Birds

Custom Embroidered Clothing
Handcrafted Notes
And More . . .

Hours: 9:00 to 4:00, Weekdays
Weekends - 10:00 to 4:00

Friends Members Always 10% Discount
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PRIME HOOK TRAILS AND THE SEASONS
By Bill Fintel
Trail Volunteer and Birding Field Trip Guide
Friends of Prime Hook

Prime Hook trails are accessible
essentially year round, and of
course they offer vastly different
experiences depending on the season. Since summer is beginning,
lets first discuss Prime Hook Trails
in summer.
Summer is the prime time for
unwanted critters, or more specifically: ticks, chiggers, mosquitoes,
and deer flies. Ticks and chiggers
are most frequently a problem when
walking through tall grass, so in a
nutshell, don‟t walk through tall
grass. The best trail to avoid all
grass contact is the Boardwalk Trail, because the trail surface is fine gravel. Treating insect bites is not within
the scope of this article, but you should be aware that some ticks can carry Lyme disease, which is very serious. Ticks, chiggers and mosquitoes will be present until at least the first frost. Deer flies are most common in
June and July. Insect repellents are recommended, even if they are not 100% effective.
If you are now wondering why venture out onto Prime Hook Trails in summer, remember summer is also a
time for birds to be raising young, and many wildflowers to be blooming. Along the Boardwalk Trail in July
you will find an attractive stand of Marsh Mallow, a member of the hibiscus family. The flowers are generally
white to pink and stand about 3 feet off the ground. This same trail has Indigo Buntings, Yellow-billed Cuckoos and Prothonotary Warblers breeding along it. For the Prothonotarys, a good location is the first 200 yds of
the Blue Goose trail where it branches off from the west end of the boardwalk. This portion of trail is also free
of grass, but watch your footing with the exposed roots.
Moving on to fall, we have fall colors to look forward to. The best time period is mid-October to midNovember. All Prime Hook trails will exhibit a good show of fall colors, but often trees at the marsh edges
will be the most colorful. Black Tupelo (aka Black Gum) is the most dramatic of all, and it has a dark purple
fruit loved by birds. One good location for it is along the Dike Trail. Sumacs are a medium height shrub found
throughout the refuge, and their leaves turn a very bright red-orange in the fall. If you take the Pine Grove trail
in fall, be sure to walk out on the fishing pier at Fleetwood Pond and view the panorama of colors surrounding
the pond. In this location, the bright reds and oranges are interspersed with evergreens for accent.
Fall is also a good time to observe migrant birds headed south for the winter. It may surprise you to learn
that early migrants begin showing up in late August, and southward migration continues on into November
when many winter residents arrive. To see the maximum diversity of migrant birds, be sure to check all the
different types of habitat available along Prime Hook trails. In one recent fall, there was an extensive stand of
wild rice along the Dike trail, and it held about a half dozen Sora Rails for a couple of weeks. These rails,
while secretive, were still relatively easy to observe if one waited and was quiet.
Winter is my favorite season to take a long walk on one of the Prime Hook trails, especially after a light
snowfall. There are no unwanted critters to worry about in winter; if properly dressed you will not get cold or
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overheated; birds are easy to find with no leaves on the trees; fuzzy critters like Cottontail Rabbits and Red
Foxes are often seen. There are also more Bald Eagles on the Refuge in winter, so keep checking the skies for
one to come gliding over. And perhaps you remember from a previous trail article, the Pine Grove trail is the
premier trail after a light to moderate snowfall.
Spring has the appeal of
life re-emerging following the
rigors of winter. The first
leaves are such a soft color of
green, and resident birds begin singing, some such as the
Cardinal, begin on a warm
day in late January. From a
birds‟ perspective, spring is
definitely underway by March
1st as essentially all resident
birds, those that do not migrate, will be in full song. By
mid-March, early migrants are
returning, and by late May,
the last migrants have passed
through. All Prime Hook trails
are good for migrant birds,
but the Boardwalk trail is
probably the best because of
its location right on the edge
of the marsh.
If you walk the trails of Prime Hook in all four seasons, you will see how much they change, and I believe
you will appreciate the seasons even more. Lots of people retire to Florida, and many of them move back north
because they miss the seasons so much.

(Rex, Continued from Page 2)

Since the mid-1990s, law enforcement dogs have been used in an increasingly official capacity on refuges.
There are now six such dogs. In addition to Rex in Alaska, there are K-9 teams at Wheeler Refuge in Alabama,
Chincoteague Refuge in Virginia, Upper Mississippi National Wildlife and Fish Refuge‟s Savannah District,
San Luis Refuge Complex in California and at multiple refuges in north/central Florida. Each team patrols
throughout its region as need arises.
Richard Johnston of the Refuge System‟s Division of Law Enforcement says this professional K-9 corps
represents a transition from an era when game wardens took their personal dogs on patrol to help find poached
game and illegal firearms. Johnston hopes the dogs‟ relatively new official status will bring them the recognition they deserve.
“Because of their life span,” Johnston says, “they have a short window of effectiveness – like athletes. But
what we think of as „work,‟ they think of as „play,‟ and they do it with such heart –no complaints, no parts
breaking down.”
(Continued on Page 7)
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(Rex, Continued from Page 5)

The Kenai law enforcement officer working with Rex is Rob Barto, who has been interested in dog handling since he trained his first hunting dog. “To watch a dog work, find evidence that helps you prosecute a
lawbreaker, is a thing of beauty,” he says.
Rex lives in a kennel at Barto‟s home, spends most working days with him and gets some play time after
hours, including with Barto‟s seven-year-old daughter, Emily. But Barto is emphatic that Rex is not a pet.
“He‟s a tool for law enforcement, to be used when needed.” Given the vastness of the nearly two-million-acre
Kenai Refuge, Rex (with his extraordinary senses of smell, hearing and sight) will be quite a tool.
Barto spent two weeks working intensively with Rex at a North Carolina training facility before taking him
home to Alaska, both of them learning to work as a team: Rex learning his commands from Barto, Barto learning the dog‟s “subtle body language” when on a tracking mission.
That tracking can bear investigatory fruit, as Barto has often seen with the two dogs that preceded Rex in
Alaska. In one such case, a hunter killed a cow moose – an illegal harvest in the state. Barto‟s co-worker
Sampson the Lab went along to help execute a search warrant at the suspect‟s property. Barto says Sampson
sniffed out a saw, which bore “minute amounts of tissue” and a dime-size spot of blood, hidden under a mattress. The tissue and blood samples were genetically matched to the moose that had been shot illegally. Evidence!
A dog‟s acute sense of smell is incomprehensible to humans. Dogs can smell cancer, illegal drugs, blood,
guns. They can track those smells to the source: a missing person, a missing felon, a missing car, a crime
scene. Johnston says U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials have even started using dogs to find cash
being smuggled out of the United States. They can smell the ink.
Labs have that keen a nose. But, Barto says, Labs also have what dog trainers call “ball drive.” They‟ll
work themselves to death to “get the ball,” the reward, which may be another way of saying the approval of
“their” human.
Johnston is so adamant about gaining recognition for the canines that the training branch now issues each
dog a Service law enforcement credential. He is also working with such groups as the National Wildlife Refuge Officers Association to obtain protective vests for the animals. Happily, no refuge dog has yet been killed
in the line of duty. But several police dogs in other agencies have, and Johnston wants to prevent that from
happening to any Service animal.
Rex might welcome a bulletproof vest. But Rob Barto has given him a more immediate gift. He has roofed
Rex‟s kennel and run electricity to it for heating. Isn‟t that how you would treat what you value.

MEMBERSHIP
The Board of Directors thank all new and renewed members for your 2011 membership contributions to the
Friends of Prime Hook National Wildlife Refuge. With cuts in the National Wildlife Refuge budget again this
year, your donations are more important than ever. Recently, your contributions helped publish a new, improved and updated Prime Hook Bird List, add bird feeders to the Visitor Center Garden and add several new
purple martin houses, provide materials for kids to build bird houses at the Horseshoe Crab Festival, increase
the number of bluebird nesting boxes, refinish the Totem pole, and plant additional native plants around the
Visitor Center. These improvements and others are made possible by your generous donations.
THANK YOU!
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BOARD OF DI RECTORS
PRESIDENT:

Glenn Garner

VICE-PRESIDENT:

David Weber

SECRETARY:

Sally Fintel

TREASURER:

Bill Fintel

MEMBERSHIP:

Matt Golminiak

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Matt Golminiak

SALES OUTLET:

Ann Darling

WHAT ARE FRIENDS FOR?
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service encourages Friends
groups to expand and extend support of national wildlife refuges. Here at Prime Hook, the goals of the nonprofit Friends of PHNWR are:


To provide educational and interpretive material in
the Friends’ Store and raise awareness of the
environment and habitat at Prime Hook NWR.
The funds generated through store sales are used to
support Refuge activities and programs.



To seek public and private support for new and existing programs.



To contribute time, talents and funds for construction, repair and maintenance of recreational and educational facilities and grounds.



To sponsor activities to encourage the public to become stewards of our natural resources.

Judy Naegele
EDUCATION:

Jean Charles

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE:

Bob Craig
David Weber

PHTOGRAPHY CONTEST:

Michael Short

OTHER MEMBERS:

George Naegele

Charles Darling

Jack Schulze

Len Henry

Joyce Lindsay
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FRIENDS OF PRIME HOOK NWR

THE FRIENDS OF PHNWR GIVE A SPECIAL

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

“THANK YOU!” TO OUR 2010 SPONSOR MEMBERS:

Remember: Membership dues and all donations are tax
deductible. Mail checks to FRIENDS OF PRIME HOOK
NWR, INC., 11978 Turkle Pond Road, Milton, DE 19968.



David & Rosemary Baues



Craig & Ingrid Bogen

_____________________________________________



Bob Chambers



Nicholas Constantinople



Glenn Garner



Janice M. Henning



Owen Henning



John Kramer



James & Elizabeth Miserere



Vince & Sue Parada

Name

________________________________________________
Street Address

________________________________________________
City

State

ZIP

_______________ ________________________________
Phone

E-mail

( ) New Member ( ) Renewal

Year___________

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
(Choose one level from list below)
( )

Individual

$ 10.00



Roseanne Smith & Brenda Butterfield

( )

Family

$ 15.00



Elisabeth Stoner

( )

Student

$

( )

Sustaining

$ 25.00



Evelyn Unger

( )

Supporting

$ 50.00

( )

Sponsor

$100.00

( )

Small Business

$125.00

( )

Corporate

$250.00

8.00

AND OUR CORPORATE SPONSOR:
Wyoming Millwork Co.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT!

